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Abstract. The first-order theory T of two permutations which commute is investigated and its 
decidability is proved. Moreover, we show that the computational complexity of the decision 
algorithm for SAT(T)---on NTM's and ATM's--is the same (for upper and lower bounds) as 
that of the theory of one permutation. 
Introduction 
This paper continues the work of Rabin, Fisher, Meyer, Ferrante, Rackoff et al. 
on the complexity of particular logical theories (see [5] for an overview of the results 
on this subject). 
The context of our work is the following: Ferrante [4] has computed the upper 
and lower bounds on the theory of one unary 1-1 function. Trivially, the same 
bounds also hold for the theory T~ of one permutation; more precisely, 
SAT(Tl) ~ I 
NTIME(2 ~"~) 
DSPACE(2 *n) L 
and 
SAT(T1) I~ NTIME(2 an) for some constants c, d > 0. 
On the other hand, when we consider two permutations (unary bijections) instead 
of only one, we know that the theory becomes undecidable. This result has been 
proved by Lifshits [9]. 
We investigated what happens between these two extreme results. To this aim we 
add a new, rather natural condition: we demand that the two permutations commute. 
We consider a first-order theory in a language L with only relation symbols: let 
L consist of two binary relation symbols R~ and R2 and let T, the theory of two 
permutations which commute, consist of the following axioms (for i = 1, 2): 
A3 
Vx 3y Vz (R,(x, z) ¢:~ y = z), 
Vx ::ly Vz (Ri(z, x) ¢:~ y = z), 
Vx Vy Vz Vu (Rl(x, y) A R2(x , z) A R2(y, u) ~ Rl(z, u)). 
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We show that this theory T is decidable by an elementary procedure and--which 
is more surprisingmthat its complexity is the same as that of the theory T~ of one 
permutation (for upper and lower bounds). 
How to decide the satisfiability of a theory? To decide SAT(T) is to decide for a 
given L-sentence 9 whether there is a model 92 of T satisfying 9. We wish to decide 
this by an efficient algorithm, thus we have to reduce this question to that of the 
existence of a finite model 92' of small cardinality such that 9 holds in 92'. 
The complexity of a decision procedure is given in terms of the input length, here 
the length of the sentence 9 which is n. But the length of a sentence does not 
characterize its logical properties--in fact, it is the quantifier depth of 9 (written 
rq(9)) which is important and rq(9) is clearly bounded by the length of 9. 
In order to limit the number of finite models that we have to consider, we associate 
to each model 92 a small n-equivalent model 92' which satisfies the same sentences 
of quantifier depth at most n and which we call the n-reduction of 92. (Here we 
use the algebraic haracterization f elementary equivalence by partial isomorphisms 
of Fraiss&) We proceed in three steps: after a general study of models of T, which 
are direct sums of their connected components (Section 2), we look for a characteriz- 
ation of the n-equivalence class of a connected model of T (Section 3) which we 
find in the type of isomorphism of the spheres of radius,2 n-1 of the model. Then, 
by application of this result, we effectively find the n-reductions of T, which are all 
of cardinality <~n-29't+1 (Section 4). Here we use the fact that n-equivalence is 
preserved under direct sum. 
In the next section we shall look how to decide a sentence 9. Instead of taking 
9 we shall consider a sentence 9', equivalent to 9 but in prenex normal form with 
at most n quantifiers. To avoid running through all elements of a model, we shall 
give a method to reduce successively the domains of quantifiers of 9' (Section 5). 
In the last section we shall tackle the problem of computational complexity 
(Section 6): After appropriate coding of the models and of their elements, we give 
a nondeterministic algorithm showing that 
SAT(T) e NTISP(2 ca2, 2 c=) for some c > 0. 
The choice of an alternating Turing machine allows to reduce time complexity: 
SAT(T) ~ STA(2 c", 2 c", n) for some c > 0, 
and to decide if 9 is a theorem of T with the same complexity: 
THM(T) ~ STA(2 ~, 2 ~, n) for some c > 0. 
Finally, we show, by a reduction to the lower bound of 7"1, that 
SAT(T) ~ NTIME(2 d') for some d > 0. 
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O. Basic definitions 
0.0. Notation 
Throughout this paper Z denotes the integers, N the natural numbers and N += 
N - {0}. For all z e Z, 
ZtO 0to if z=0, 
otherwise. 
If n e•, bin(n) represents n in binary notation. The n-tuples (ab . . . ,  an) are 
sometimes written (~). 
Let ,Y be a finite alphabet. ,Y* denotes the set of finite words of ~ and ,Y+ the 
set of nonempty finite words. The length of a word w is noted Iwl. The concatenation 
of a family of words (Wi)i,k is written 
Cone (w, )= WoW  . . . . .  wk. 
i~k  
Let X be a set and f a permutation of X. We note fo the identity mapping from 
X to X, and for all keN, fk÷l =fofk and f -k= (f-~)k. We also write ida for the 
identity mapping from a set A to itself. 
0.I. Preliminaries in computational complexity 
We will informally describe decision procedures for theories in order to obtain 
upper bounds on the complexity of such procedures. To give these bounds a precise 
meaning, we interpret hem in terms of resources in time, space, or number of 
alternations required to implement the procedure on a Turing machine (TM). 
TM's which may be deterministic (DTM), nondeterministic (NTM), or alternating 
(ATM) will always be considered as having a single read-only input tape and a 
finite number of work tapes. Readers who are not familiar with Turing machines 
and complexity classes defined with respect to TM's can consult for precise 
definitions [2, 7,9]. In these papers the simulation results which establish the 
relations between the different complexity classes are also given. 
Also we will consider the following mixed complexity classes for languages over 
a finite alphabet ,Y. 
NTIsP(t(n), s(n))= {Le ~;*IL is accepted by a NTM working in time 
t(n) and space s(n)}, 
STA(s(n), t(n), a(n)) = {Le ~*lL is accepted by a ATM working in 
space s(n), time t(n) and where the number 
of alternations of existential and universal 
configurations of each branch of the 
computation tree is bounded by a(n)}. 
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We write STA(*, t(n), a(n)), when we do not limit space resources (but clearly, 
s(n) <- t(n) holds). The classes STA have been introduced recently by Berman [1]. 
They form a natural measure of the complexity of logical theories--the number of 
alternations corresponding tothe number of alternation of quantifiers of a sentence. 
1. Preliminaries on logic 
We use the usual notations and definitions on classical first-order logic (with 
equality). Let us recall the following notations, where L is a language and T a 
theory in L: 
~:o L= {~plq~ is an L-sentence}, 
THM(T) = {~p ~ 3~OL[ TF- ~p}, 
SAT(T) = {q~ ~ 3:o L] 92 I~- ~p for some model 92 of T}. 
We will make use of FraissCs algebraic haracterization f elementary equivalence 
in terms of partial isomorphisms. So we recall it shortly, following the notation of [5]. 
I.I. Partial isomorphisms 
In the following, L denotes a finite language with relation symbols but without 
function or constant symbols. 
Definition 1.1. Let 92 and ~ be L-structures. We note by 1(92, ~) the set ofisomor- 
phisms between 92 and ~, and by P(92, ~)  the set of partial isomorphisms from 92 
into ~, i.e., P(92, ~) := {F] F is an isomorphism between 92 rdom F and ~ Iim F}. 
Definition 1.2. Let 92, ~ be L-structures and n < to. 
(i) We say that 92 is n-equivalent to ~ via (P,.)m<-. (and we write 
(P.,)m.. :92 -~ ~) if (Pm)m.. is a sequence of nonempty subsets of P(92, ~) which 
satisfies 
(a) 
(b) 
• 
('back and forth' property): for all m < n, F ~ Pm+l and a ~ A (respectively 
b ~ B) there is F' ~ Pm such that F' ~_ F and a ~ dom F'  (respectively 
b ~ im F'). 
(ii) We say that 92 is n-equivalent o ~ (and we write 92--n ~) if there is a 
sequence (Pm)m~,, such that (Pm)m~n: 92 ~,  ~- 
1.2. The Fraiss6 Theorem 
Definition 1.3. If q, is an L-formula, we call the quantifier depth of q~ the natural 
number q(q,) defined by the following induction: rq(~o) = 0 if ~0 is atomic; rq(-a¢) = 
rq0p); rq(tp v ~) = max{rq0p), rq(¢,)}; rq(3xcp) = rq(~0) + 1. 
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Theorem 1.4. Let 92, ~ be L-structures. Then, 
(i) 92- ,~ iff forall~o~3;~withrq(~p)<n, 921k-~p ¢=~ ~l~-~p, 
(ii) 92-~ iff foralln<to, 92=-, ~. 
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1.3. Direct sums of models 
Definition 1.5. Let (92~),~z be a family of L-structures and 92 an L-structure. 
(i) We call the direct sum of (92~)~; (denoted by ~) i~ 92,) the L-structure defined 
as follows: the universe set is the disjoint union of all 92/s and each relation symbol 
is interpreted by the disjoint union of its interpretation i each 92~. 
(ii) When 92~ -~ 92 for all i e I, we write 92x instead of @~ 92i. 
Lemma 1.6. Let (92i)i~I and (~i)i~i be families of L-structures. If, for each i e I, 
92~ =-, ~ holds, then 
i~X i~l 
e i  We show the result for I ={1, 2}. Suppose that ( m)m~n" 92i ~n ~i for i= 1, 2. 
The proof follows from the property that if F~ ~ P(92~, ~)  and F2 s P(922, ~2), then 
Flw F2e P((~)~x 92~,(~)i~x ) .  Thus, we take for all m<~n, Qm ={F1u F2IF~ P~m 
and FEe p2m}. Now it is easy to see that (Qm)m~,,: ~)~ 92~ -,1 (~),~ ~.  
Lemma 1.7. Let 92 be an L-structure and n < to. I f  n <~ l, k <~ to, then 921 =__, 92k. 
2. Connected models of the theory of two permutations which commute 
2.1. Some conventions 
We have given the axioms of theory T in the Introduction. In order to use the 
results of Section 1 on n-equivalence, T is given in a purely relational anguage. 
But to ease the reading, we use the functional notationf~ (or f2) for the interpretations 
of R1 (or R2). 
This allows us to compare functions f~ and f2: by axiom A3, all compound 
expressions are of the form ff~ °fie for some p, q ~ Z. Soff~ °.f~2(x)=y stands for the 
following assertion in the language L: 
3x~. . .  3xq 3y~. . .3yp (R2(x, x~) ^  A R2(xi, x,+~) A R~(xq, Yl) 
l~i<q 
\ 
^ A Rl(yi, Y,+1) A yp = yJ .  
l~i<p / 
Similarly, we use as abbreviations Ri(f~l °f2q(x), y) for Ri ~ {R1, R2}. 
Generally, if ~ is an L-structure and C a Subset of A, then C is identified with 
the substructure of 92 having universe set C. 
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Since f~ and f2 play symmetrical roles, we fix i, j e { 1, 2}, i # j and henceforth, we 
use fi and f~. 
2.2. f-loops 
Definition 2.1. Let 9/be a model of T. An f-loop is a maximal subset B of A such 
that, for all a, b e B, b =f~(a) for some n e Z. For any a e A, B~(a) denotes the 
unique f - loop containing a. 
The loop B~(a) is finite iff f~(a)= a for some p e N +. So the least such p is the 
number of elements of B~(a). If no such p exists, B~(a) is infinite. 
For f - loops we have the representations shown in Fig. 1. 
a 
(a) 
f71(a) a ~(a) f?(a) 
Fig. 1. (a) Finite loop (p • N+). (b) Infinite loop. 
(b) 
v v • • 
Proposition 2.2. Let 91 be a model of T and a e A. Then 
(i) fj I B%) (respectively f~ [B%) for all k e Z) is a one-to-one mapping from Bi(a) 
onto Bi(fj(a)) (respectively Bi(f~(a))). 
(ii) If B~(a) i = B (fj(a)), then Bi(fj(a))= Bi(f~(a)). 
Proof. (i) follows from axiom A 3. 
(ii) Otherwise, f71(Bi(fj(a)))= B'(a) and fT~(Bi(ff(a))) = Bi(f~(a)) would be 
equal. [] 
2.3. Connected components 
Definition 2.3. Let 9/be a model of T. A connected component of 91 is a maximal 
subset C of A such that, for all a, b e C, b =f~'j ofT~ (a) for some n, m e Z. 
We call a model 9/ connected if it has a unique connected component. For all 
a e A, C (a) denotes the unique connected component of 9/containing a. 
Remark 2.4. (i) Each connected component of a model of T is a model of T. 
(ii) The connected models of T are the minimal models of T (i.e., no proper 
substructure of a model of T is a model of T). 
(iii) Each model of T is the direct sum of its connected components. 
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Remark 2~. Let 9.I be a connected model of T. I f~  of~ (a) -- a for some a e A and 
p, q e Z, then ffj o f~ = ida. 
2.4. Types of connected models 
By Proposition 2.2, connected models can be seen as f~-loops of the same cardinal- 
ity, connected by fj such that the image of an f~-loop by fj is an f~-loop determinated 
by the image of any point of the former loop. In the following definition we will 
formalize this fact. 
We associate to each connected model 9/of T a triple (r(91), s(91), t(91)) such that 
(i) r(91) is the number of f - loops in 9/, 
(ii) s(91) is the number of elements of each f~-loop in 9/, 
(iii) t(91) indicates where we meet again by fj the starting f~-loop, 
(iv) r(91)s(91) is the number of elements of 91. 
Definition 2.6. Let 9.1 be a connected model of T. 
(i) We call (* )a the equation ffoff~ =ida and we say that (p, q) is a solution 
of (*)~ ifffj °ff~ =ida.  
(ii) We call type of 9I the triple (r(9/), s(91), t(91)) ~ N + u {¢o} x N + u {w} × Z u {¢o}, 
associated to the minimal solutions of the equation (*)a by the following definitions: 
(min{peN+[3q~Z (p, q) solution of (*)a} 
r(9/) := i  if this set is not empty, 
[¢o otherwise, 
fmin{q ~ N÷I(0, q) solution of (*)a} 
s(91) :=/  if this set is not empty, 
(¢o otherwise, 
'min{q e N+ [ (r(91), -q )  solution of (*)a} 
if r(91) < oJ, s(9.I) < ¢o, 
t(91):= the only qeZ such that (r(91),-q) solution of (*)~ 
if r(91) < oJ, s(91) = ¢o, 
¢o if r(91) = ox 
The so defined type of 91 clearly depends on the initial choice of i and j. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the different ypes of connected models. 
2.5. Solutions of the equation (*)a: f f  off~ = ida 
Remark 2.7. Let 9/be a connected model of T. Then, 
(i) equation (*)a has a nontrivial solution iff r(91)< o~ or s(91)< o~; 
(ii) if r(91) < o~, then, for all u ~ Z, (ur(91), -ut(91)) is a solution of (*)a;  
(iii) if s(91) < oJ, then, for all v ~ Z, (0, vs(91)) is solut ion of  ( * )a. 
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s I i 
- Ica  ) 
(a) r(Oa) = r < co, s(~t) = s < to, t (~)  = t= O. 
-_ • • • ib  • • • 
(b) r<to, s<to, O<t<s .  
a f [a )  
(c) r=o , ,  s<o, ,  t=o , .  
f 
~aj~ 
~r-l(a ) 
r - l  c~aj~ 
(d) r<o~, s=~o, t=O. 
Fig. 2. 
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a 
fi(a) 
z(a ). 
~ ~j(a) -*(a) 
! • 
(e) r<to ,  s=w,  t>O. 
(f) r<aT, s=oJ, t<O. 
.1(a) 
c 
f /a) f~f /a )  ) 
D 
3 f~(a) 3 
(g )  r--co, s=¢o, I=(o. 
Fig. 2 (continued). 
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Lemma 2.8. Let 92 be a connected model of T and (p ,q )~ZxZ.  Then (p,q) is a 
solution of ( * )~ iff p = ur(92) and q = -ut(92) + vs(92) for some u, v ~ Z. 
The proof easily follows by Remark 2.7 and the minimality of the type of 92. 
2.6. Characterization of connected models 
Proposition 2.9. Let 92 be a connected model of T and a ~ A. Then, for all a' ~ A there 
is a unique pair (p, q) ~ Z x Z such that: 
(i) a'= ffj o f~i(a), 
(ii) 0 ~< p < r(92) if r(92) < to, 
(iii) 0~<q<s(92) /fs(92)<to. 
The proof is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.8. 
Theorem 2.10. (i) Two connected models of T are isomorphic iff they are of the same 
type. 
(ii) One triple (r(92), s(92), t ( 92 ) ) ~ N+ u { to } x N+ u { to } x Z w { to } is the type of a 
connected model iff one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) r~N +, s~N +, t~N and t<s, 
(b) r~N +, s=to and t~Z,  
(c) r=to, s~N+u{to} and t=to. 
Proof. (i) 
be finite. 
A= {~o~(a)lO<~p< r, O<~q <s} 
o o JT (b ) .  
Wc show that F preserves Rj 
O<~p,p' <r, O<~q, q' <s, then 
92~ Rj(f~ o fT~(a),f~'o f~'(a)) 
iff 92~ fj(f~ o f T(a))=f~j'o fT'(a) 
iff (a) p#r- l ,p+l=p '  and q=q' ,  or 
(6) p=r - l ,  p'=O and q+t=q' ,  or 
(~!) p=r -1 ,  p'=O and q+t -s=q '  
Assume that 92 and ~ are of type (r, s, t), a e A, b e B. Let first r and s 
By Proposition 2.9, there is a canonical one-to-one mapping F from 
onto B={ffjofT~(b)lO<~p<r,O<~q<s} with 
(we can proceed in the same way for R~): If 
iff ~ fj(fl] o f~(b))- f~j'o fT~'(b) 
iff ~ Rj(fl] of~ (b),ffj'of~q'(b)). 
F is an isomorphism between 92 and ~. The case when r = to or s = to Hence, 
can be proved similarly. 
Conversely, the algebraic definitions of r(92), s(92) and t(92) are clearly invadant 
under isomorphism. 
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(ii) By definition of the type of a model, (r, s, t) always satisfies one of the three 
conditions. So we have only to show that we can construct a model of type (r, s, t) 
for each such triple. 
Let us denote by trn the circular permutation on n = {0, 1 , . . . ,  n -  1} defined by 
crn(i) = i + 1 for all i < n - 1 and trn(n - 1) = 0, and by S the successor function on 
7/defined by S( i )= i+ l  for all ie~'. 
Thus we can define 
A~=~{0'~Z 1, . . . ,  r - l}  if r~to ,  A2=Y{0'[Z 1 , . . . , s - I}  if s~to, 
otherwise, otherwise, 
st if A~ finite, 
T = otherwise, o- = 
{S s if A2 finite, 
otherwise. 
Let us consider A = A1 x A 2 and the structure 92 = (A, Ri, Rj), where Ri is interpreted 
by {((a. a2), (a~,a~))~A2lal=a~ nd tr(a2) = a~} and Rj by {((al, a2), (a~,a'2))e 
A21 (al ~ r -  1, z(al) = al and a2 = a~) or (al r -  1, a~ = 0 and a2+ t = a~) or (al t -  
"1, a~ = 0 and a2+ t - s= a~)}. Then, clearly, 92 is a connected model of T of type 
(r,s,t). [] 
Remark 2.11. Let 92 and ~ be two isomorphic onnected models. Then the proof 
of Theorem 2.100) shows that for any element a of A and for any element b of B 
there exists one and only one isomorphism F between 92 and ~ such that F(a) = b. 
3. n-Equivalence between two connected models 
3.1. Distance and sphere 
Definition 3.1. Let 9.I be a connected model of T. For any a, b e A, we call distance 
between a and b the number d(a, b) defined by 
d(a, b):=min{neNl::lp, q~z, lpl+lql=n and b =fJ]off~(a)}. 
Remark 3.2. For all a, b, c ~ A, the following two relations clearly hold: 
(i) d(a, b )=d(b ,a ) ,  and 
(ii) d(a, b)<~d(a, c)+d(c,  b). 
Definition 3.3. If 92 is a connected model and a ~ A, we define for n < to the sphere 
S ( n, a) of  radius n and center a (cf. [6]) by S ( n, a) := {b ~ A[ d ( a, b) < n }. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 92, ~ be two connected models, a ~ A, b ~ B and n < to. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The spheres S(n, a) and S(n, b) are isomorphic. 
(ii) There is an isomorphism G between S(n,a) and S(n, b) such that G(a) = b. 
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(iii) For all p, q, p', q' ~ Z, IP[ + [ql < n, [P'I + Iq'l < n and all R ~ { Ru Rj, = }, 
92~ R( f~o f~(a), f~'o fq~'(a)) iff ~3~ R( f~ o f~](b),Jyj'o fq~'(b)). 
(iv) For all p, qe7/ with Ip[+lq[<2n, (p,q)  is a solution of (*)~ iff (p,q)  is a 
solution of  ( * )~a. 
Proof. (ii) ~ (i), (iii) ~ (iv), and (iii) ~ (ii) are obvious. 
( i )~( i i i ) :  Let F be an isomorphism between S(n ,a)  and S(n,b) .  Then 
F(f t ]of~(a))=f~ofq~(F(a))  for all p, qeZ with I p l+ lq l< n, and there are r, seZ ,  
[rl+[sl<n, such that F(a)=f~jof~(b).  We will show (iii) for Rj (the verifications 
for R~ and = can be done in a similar way): 
If p, q, p', q'e Z with Ipl+lql < n and IP'l+ Iq'l < n, then 
9~ ~ Rj(fl] o f~i ( a ), fl]' o f~i '( a ) ) 
iff ~ Rj(f~ o f T(F(a)),fl]'o f~'(F(a))),  
F being an isomorphism, 
iff ~ fj(fl] o f~(f~ o f~(b) ) )=f f 'o  f~'(f~o f~(b)), 
because F(a)= f~ o f~(b), 
aft ~ fj(f~o fT(b))=fl]'o:f~'(b), 
by commutation, 
iff ~ Rj(f~ o f~(b),f l] 'o fq~'(b)). [] 
Remark 3.5. If there exists an isomorphism G between S(n, a) and S(n, b) with 
G(a)= b, then it is clearly the only such isomorphism. More generally, if F= 
{(ah b l ) , . . . ,  (ak, bk)}~ P(A, B) and if there exists G~ I([..)l~i<-kS(n, ai), 
[,_Jl~i~k S(n, bi)) such that F c (5, then this isomorphism is unique. Effectively, if 
1<~ i~<k, then G ts(,,o,) is the unique isomorphism of I (S(n,  ai), S(n, b~))which 
associates b~ with a~. 
Remark 3.6. The characterization of an isomorphism between spheres by Lemma 
3.4(iv) implies that, in a connected model, spheres with the same radius are 
isomorphic. 
3.2. Properties of spheres 
Remark 3.7. Let 2I be a connected model and a, be A. If d(a, b)>~2m, then there 
exists c ~ A satisfying d(a, c) = m and d(c, b) = d(a, b) - m >I m. In this case we also 
have S(m, a) c~ S(M, b) ~ O. 
'][,emma 3.8. Let 9.I be a connected model of T, k, m ~ N, 
A=:l...Jl~j~kS(m, aj), then A= S(2km, al). Moreover, fo r  
S(km, nl). 
and al, . . . , ak ~ A.  I f  
k <~ 3 we obtain A= 
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Proof. In the general case, we can define by induction a new numbering (aj,)i~k of 
the sequence (aj)j,k such that a~, = al and if 0 < l < i <~ k, then d(aj,, aj,) < (i - 1)2m. 
We choose aj,+~e{al,. . . ,  ak}-{a j , , . . . ,  aj,} such that there exist aje{aj , , . . . ,  aj,} 
verifying d ( aj, ai,+,) = min{  d ( at, ah ) [ l e { j~,  . . . , j ,}  and he {1,..., k } - { j l ,  . . . , j~} }. 
Then d(a~, a~,+,) <2m, otherwise we could construct a contradiction by Remark 3.7. 
Obviously, we obtain by this construction A = S(2km, a~). 
The case k = 1 is trivial, the case k = 2 can be shown by contraposition, and the 
case k = 3 results of a strong evaluation of the method of the general case. [] 
Corol lary 3.9. Let 92 be a connected model of T, a e A, and m' e N. I f  A ~ S( m', a), 
then, for all k, m e N satisfying 1<~ k < m' and m <~ m'2 -(k-l) and for all al, . . . , ak e A, 
A ~ Ul<-,,k S(m. a,). 
Proof. From Lemma 3.8 the corollary follows for all k, m such that (k ~ 3 and 
m ~ m'/k)  or (k < m' and m <~ m'/2k); thus, in particular, this follows for k, m such 
that k < m' and m <~ m'/2 k-1. [] 
Lemma 3.10. Let 92, 92' be connected models of T, m e N, a le A, a~ e A', a2 e 
S(2m, al), G1 e I(S(2m, al), S(2m, a~)) satisfying Gl(al) = a~, and G2e I(S(m, a2), 
S( m, Gl( a2) ) ) satisfying G2( a2) = Gl( a2). Then GI coincides with (32 on the intersection 
of S (m+ l, aa) and S(m, a2). 
Proof.  Concerning the model 92 we know that there are p, q, r, s, t, u e Z such that 
f~of~i(a l )=a2 with [p[+lql<2m, 
and, for x e S(m + 1, al) c~ S(m, a2), 
f~ jo~(a l )=x  w i th [ r [+[s l<m+l  and f~of~(a2)=x with[t[+[u[<m. 
Thanks to the commutativity o f f /and  f~ we obtain ~- '  of~-U(al) = a2 =fl] °fTi(al). 
Since J r - t  I + I s -  u[ < 2m and Ipl ÷ Iql < 2m and the spheres S(2m, al)and S(2m, ai) 
are isomorphic, it immediately follows (by Lemma 3.4) that f~-'Of~-"(a~)= 
f~ o~(a~) = a~, where a~= Gl(a:). 
Now, we can observe that Gl (x )=Gl ( f ;o f~(a l ) )=f~of~(a i )=f ; ° f~( f f  '-')° 
f?i"-")(a~))=fjoff i(a~) and that, on the other hand, G2(x)=G2(fjoff~(a2)) = 
f j  offi(a~). Therefore, Gl(x) = G2(x). [] 
3.3. Main result 
Theorem 3A1. Let 92 and 92' be connected models of T. I f  their spheres of radius 2" "1 
are isomorphic, then 92' =-, 92. 
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Proof. Let a ~ A, a 'e  A', and S(2 "-~, a) ~- S(2 "-~, a'). If 92 = S(2 "-~, a), then, by 
assumption, 92 = S(2 "-~, a'). Thus, by Remark 2.4(ii), 92'= S(2 "-1, a') and 92'--- 92. 
Hence, 92' - .  92. 
In the sequel we consider models 92 and 92' which are not spheres of radius 2 ~-1. 
Let (P,,-k)k~. be the sequence of nonempty subsets of P(92, 92') defined by: 
P, := {A} (A denotes the ~mpty mapping), 
P,_k := P,_(k_I) ~ {F e P(92, 92') [ there are al, . . . , ak e A, a~, . . . , a'k ~ A' 
and G e I ( [ J~ i~k  S(2 "-k, ai), [ J~ i~k S(2 "-k, a:)) 
such that F= {(al, a~), . . . ,  (ak, a~,)} and Fc_ G}. 
We will show that (Pn-k)k~n has the property of 'back and forth': 
First, assume that k = 0. P, only consists of A. Let us consider an arbitrary a le  A 
and a~ e A': by assumption and Lemma 3.4, there is a Ge l (S ( f " .  1, al), S(2 "-1, a~)) 
such that Gl(al) = a~. We conclude that F = {(al, a~)} is an element of P,_~ verifying 
Ac_F. 
Now, assume 0< k<~ n. Let F~ P,-(k-1) not considered previously (i.~., F~ 
P,-(k-2)) and let a ~ A (the proof for a 'e  A' is similar). Thus, there exist ak-1 ~ A, 
a~,_l e A', and G ~ I([..Jl,i<k S(2n-(k-1), ai), Ul~i<k S(2n-(k-1), a~)) such that F = 
{(al, a~) , . . . ,  (ak-1, a~,-1)} and Fc_ G. 
Case 1: a e I,.Jl,i<k S(2 "-(k-l), ai). 
We choose ak = a, a~, = G(a), and F '= Fw {(ak, a~,)}. By assumption and Lemma 
3.4, there is a G'~ I (S(2 n-k, ak), S(2 "-k, a'k)) such that G'(ak) = a'k. 
If the subscript i, 1 ~< i < k, is such that ak E S(2 n-(k-D, ai), then G coincides with 
G' on the intersection S(2 "-k, a~)c~ S(2 "-k, ak) (by Lemma 3.10). Otherwise, this 
intersection is empty. 
By setting H= G IkA~.,<kS(E"-k.a,)~3 G', H defines a bijective function between 
n-k n-k I,_Jl~,~k S(2 , a~) and [,.)~,~k S(2 , a~). Let us show that H preserves Ri (an 
analogous proof shows that H preserves Rj): Let x, y ~ [ J~i~k S( 2n-k, ai). If x, y 
I,_)l,~<kS(2 "-k, a~) (respectively S(2 "-k, ak)), H coincides at x and y with G 
(respectively G') and it follows that 92~ Ri(x, y) iff 92'~ R~(H(x), H(y)), 
Now, let x ~ [ J l~<k S(2 "-k, a~) and y ~ 8(2 "-k, ak) (if x and y are exchanged, the 
proof is similar). If 92~ Ri(x, y), then y ~ [ J l~<k S(2 "-k + 1, a~) and, by Lemma 
3.10, we obtain H(y)  = G'(y) = G(y). As H(x )  = G(x), 92'~ R,(H(x),  H(y))  holds. 
The implication in the other direction results by interchanging the role of 92 with 
that of 92'. 
Case 2: a ¢ Ul~i<k S(2n-(k-1), ai). 
As neither 92 nor 92' is a sphere of radius 2 "-1 , there is a point a 'e  
~ ? F I A' ~.Jl,~<k S(2 "-(~-~), a~) (by Corollary 3.9). We choose ak a, a'k= a,  = Fw 
{(a~, a~,)}, and G 'e  I(S(2 "-k, ak), S(2 "-k a~,)) such that G'(ak) = a'~ (this isomor- 
phism exists by assumption and Lemma 3.4). As the intersection of S(2 "-k, a~) and 
n-k I._)l,,i<k S(2 , a~) is empty, we may take H = G IU,,,<ks(2--~.o,)w G'. It is easy to 
see that H is an isomorphism extending F'. Hence, F 'e  P._~ [] 
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4. n-Reductions of models 
4.1. n-Reductions of connected models 
Lemma 4.1. For every connected model 92 there is a finite connected model 93' of 
cardinality <2 3", which is n-equivalent to 92. 
Proof. We call solutions of (*)~ (respectively (*)~t,) the solutions (p, q) of (*)~ 
(respectively (*)~,) verifying (p, q )eZ  xZ, (p, q) # (0, 0) and Ip l+lq l<2".  
By Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1 1, it is sufficient o show that ( * ) [ and ( * ) ~, have 
the same solutions in N x Z to obtain 93 - ,  92'. 
We shall define 92' depending on the values of r(92), s(92), and t(92) (cf. Theorem 
2.10(ii)). 
Case 1:r(92)~>2 ". 
We take r(W) := 2", s(92'):= inf(s(93), 2"), t(92') :-- 0. 
Clearly, the cardinality of 92' is ~<2 n. 
If (p, q) verifies (*)~, then, by Lemma 2.8, p = ur(92) and q =-ut (92)+ vs(93) for 
some u, v~Z.  As r(92) i>2" and [pl<2", it necessarily follows that u =0 and p=0.  
As (p, q )# (0,0) and ]ql<2", we have q= vs(92), where v#0 and s(93) <2". 
Thus, the solutions of (*)~ have the form (0, vs(92)), where v # 0 and s(93)< 2". 
Taking into account he definition of 92', a similar proof shows that the solutions 
of (*)~, have the form (0, vs(92')), where v#0 and s (W)<2 n. As s(W)= 
inf(s(93), 2"), the solutions of (*)~ and (*)~, are the same; hence, 93' ~ ,  93. 
Case 2: r(92) < 2". 
We consider the set {(pi, ql) li < l} of solutions of (*)~ in N x Z. By Lemma 2.8, 
there are (ui, vi)i<i such that p~ = u~r(92) and q~ = vis(92) - ud(92); thus, pi e r(92)N 
and the equation uit(92) + qi - 0(s(93)) holds. 
We also consider all pairs (yj, Zj)j<m, where yj ~ r(92)N and lY~I + [z,I < 2n, but (yj, zj) 
is not a solution of ( * )~. As for all j < m there exists a % ~ N such that yj = %r(92), 
the inequality wit(92) + zj ~ 0(s(92)) holds. 
Looking for a connected model 93' verifying r(92)= r(W) (which is sufficient 
because r(92) is small) and such that (*)~ and (*)~, have the same solutions in 
N x 7, amounts to looking for a model of type (r(92), s', t'), where (t', s') is a solution 
of the following system of equations and inequations: 
~ ud + q~ - O( s ), i < 1, 
~:  twd+z j¢O(s ) ,  j<m.  
If, moreover, t '<  s '~  < IA'I < 2 3", then the lemma will be proved. 
Case 2(a): u~ = 0 for some subscript i < 1. 
Then, q~ ~0(s)  and it follows from (u~r(92), q~)~ (0, 0) that s divides q~ Thus, 
each solution (t, s) of @a verifies s <2", in particular, s(92)<2". 
Hence, we can chbose 92' := 92, which clearly verifies W-  --, 92 and 1931 = 1931 < 2 2". 
Case 2(b): qd u~ ~ ~/u j  for two distinct subscripts i,j < I. 
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Since ud + q~ =- O( s ) and ufl + qj =- O( s ), we also have the equation u~qj - ujq~ =- 0(s). 
By assumption, u~q~ - ujq~ ~ O. Thus, s divides u~qj - u~qs and each solution (t, s) 
of ~ verifies s < 2 x 2 2" = 2 2"+t, in particular, s(92) < luit b - u~qil < 2 ~"+'. It follows 
that 
1921 = r(92)s(92) < r(92)(lu,qj- ujq, I) 
~ 2"(Iqjl+lq,]), 
since r(92)u~<2" and r(92)uj<2", 
<2-2  -+1 = 2 2-+1, 
since Iq, I < 2" and < 2". 
Hence, we can choose 92' := 92, which clearly verifies 92' - ,  92 and 192'] < 22"+l- 
Case 2(c): For all i , j<  l, qdui = qj7uj. 
First, we show how to reduce the system of equations 
~:  ud+q~-O(s ) ,  i<l ,  
to a unique equation ut + q =- O(s), where u <~ ui and q <~ q~ for all i < I. 
Let u be the GCD of {u, l i<  l} and q = (qo/uo)u; by assumption, we also have 
q'= (qi/u~)u for all i < I. We define a~ = u~/u for all i < l; then qi = (adao)qo which 
implies that ao divides a~qo. Then ao/(GCD(ao, qo)) divides a~ for all i<  l; as the 
GCD of {a,I i < l} is equal to 1, ao necessarily divides q0 and q = qo/ao is an integer. 
Hence, we can rewrite the system ~ into 
~1: a i (u t+q)~O(s ) ,  i<l .  
For all i<  l, s divides ai(ut+ q), thus, s/(GCD(s,  (ut+ q))) divides each ai. As the 
GCD of {ai] i<l} is equal to 1, s divides ut+q. Hence, ut+q=-O(s). Finally, ~ 
is shown equivalent o the unique equation ut+ q =--O(s). 
Now, let us consider the system 
~ut + q - O(s), 
~:  (wf l+z j~O(s ) ,  j<m,  
which is equivalent to ~.  We will replace ~ It by an equivalent system by exchanging 
each wj by  a term smaller than u: for all j < m, there are x~ and w~ < u such that 
wj = xju + wj. Thus, wit + zj ~ O( s) can be rewritten into xj( ut + q) + wit + ( zj - qxj) 
0(s). Set z~ = zj - qxj. 
Thus @ ~ is equivalent o the system 
ut+q =-O(s), 
@~t: [w~t+z~¢O(s) ,  j<m.  
We take t '= 1 + Iql + suplz~[ and s '= ut' + q. As w~ < u, we have [w~t' + z~] < ut' + q = 
s' for all j < m. Thus, (t', s') is a solution of the system ~ and also of the system 
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~.  Moreover, 
Iz l (2" - 1)+(2  ~-  1)2= 22~-2  ", 
t'<~ 1 + (2" - 1)+(2 n -2  ~) = 2 2~, 
s'<~ (2" -  1) + (2" -  1)2 2~ 
= 2 3n - 2 2n + 2 ~ -- 1 < 2 3n. 
We choose r(92'):= r(92), s(92'):= s', and t(92'):= t'. By the foregoing, 92' -=~ 92. 
Let us show that 192'1 < 23": 
192'1 --- r(92) • s'= r(92)(ut'+ q)<~ r(92)ut'+ r(92)lql 
<~ (2" -  1)22" + (2" -  1) 2 '
because ur(92) <~ uir(92) < 2" for all i < I, 
= 23" -- 2 "+1 + 1 < 23". [ ]  
Thus, we have reduced each connected model 92 of T to a connected model 92' 
of T of cardinality <2 3", n-equivalent to the first one. We call such a model 92' the 
n-reduction of 92. 
4.2. Enumeration of the finite connected models 
Let us consider the set 
M(n):={(r,  s, t) eN +xN +xN Ir<~2 n, s<2 3n, t<2 2"+1, and t<s}. 
It immediately follows from the definition of connected reduced models, that 
their types belong to M(n). Clearly, the cardinality of M(n)  is <2 6n+1. We denote 
by Mcf = [,_Jn~v M(n) the set of all types of finite connected models of T, and by 
(M*)i~N the following partition of M~f defined by: 
M*=M(1)  and M*+~=M( i+I ) -M( i )  foral l  i>1 .  
A linear order < on Mcf can be defined by 
(i) < on M* is the lexicographical order for all i ~ N; 
(ii) if i < j ,  x ~ M*, and y ~ Mr*, then x < y. 
We denote by h the one-to-one mapping from Mcf onto N, which enumerates M~f 
in this order. For all i ~N the connected model of type h-~(i) is called 92~. 
4.3. n-Reductions of arbitrary models of T 
Theorem 4.2. Each arbitrary model 92 of T is n-equivalent to a finite model 92' of 
cardinality less than n2 9"+1. 
More precisely, there is a model 92'=E)i~h<Mo,)>92~", 92'------n 92, where 92~ is a 
connected model of type h-l(i) and 0<~ ni <~ n. 
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Proof. Let 92 be a model of T. Then, by Lemma 4.1, each connected component of 
92 is n-equivalent to its n-reduction which is a model for some i ~ h (M(n) ) .  
By Lemma 1.6, it follows that 92 is n-equivalent to ~h(~( , ) )  92~' for some ~ I> 0. 
By Lemma 1.7 we found, for all i~ h (M(n) ) ,  a natural number n~ < n such that 
92k, _= 92~,, thus, by Lemma 1.6, 9~ - .  ~i6h(M(n)) ~7 i. 
Since IM(n)l < 2 and, for all ie  h (M(n) ) ,  n, < n and 192,1 < 2 the cardinality 
of 92'=Oi~h(M(,))927' is strictly bounded by n2 9"+~. [] 
5. Reduction of the quantifier domain 
In this section we show how to reduce the domain of the quantifiers to the smallest 
set possible. Clearly, the use of this method in the decision algorithm does not 
improve the result SAT(T)~ N'r~sp(2 ~"~, 2"),  but only the value of the constant c. 
We chose to do so in order to present an algorithm which is in some kind 'optimal'. 
Notation: For every model 92 of T, keN,  and a~, . . . ,ak~A,  we denote by 
ZA(a~,..., as) the set of L-formulas ~p(x~,..., Xk) such that 92~ ~p[a~,..., as]. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 92 be a model of  T, k ~ N, a ~ .4, and C(a)  a connected component 
which containsa. Then, fora l la '  ~ C(a)  andal,  . . . , ak ~ A-  C(a ) ,  zA(a, a~, . . . , ak) = 
zA(a', a~, . . . ,  ak). 
Proof. By Remark 2.11, there is an automorphism F of C(a)  such that F(a)= a'. 
Thus, F '=  F u idA-c(a) is an automorphism of 92 with F' (a)  = a' and F'(a~)= ai for 
each i </c [] 
Definition 5.2. Let 92 be a model of T. We say that ,4_c A is a choice-set of A if, for 
each connected component C of 92, exactly one point c ~ C is member of ,4. 
Proposition 5.3. Let 92 be a model of  T, A a choice-set of  A, k ~ N, a~, . . . ,  as ~ A, 
and tp(x, y~, . . . , Ys) an L-formula. Then, 
92~ 3xcp(x, ab . . . ,  as) iff there is an a~AuUl , i ,~k  C(a~), 
92~[a, al, . . . ,  as], 
92~VX tp(X, a l , . . . ,  ak) iff for all a~,Au[..Jl,~i,,k C(ai) ,  
92 ~ q~[a, al, . . . , ak]. 
Proof. Suppose that 92~:lx~p(x, a~,. . . ,  ak). Then there exists a b~A such that 
92~cp[b,a~, . . . ,ak] .  If b~t , . J~ i~kC(a i ) ,  we take a=b and obviously, we have 
a ~ AuI , . J l , , i ,k  C(ai)  and 92~ ~p[a, a l , . . . ,  ak]. Otherwise, we consider a ~ C(b)•  
,4. By Lemma 5.1, we have ~'~(a, ab . . . ,  ak) = ~(b, a~, . . . ,  ak). Consequently, 
92~ q,[a, ab . . . ,  ak] and a ~ Au[. . J l~i~s C(a~). The converse is trivially shown. 
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Suppose that, for all a ~ .A u (-J~,~k C(ai), 92 ~ ~o[a, al, . . . , ak]. Then, for every 
a ~,4u~.Jl~,~k C(ai) and for all a'e C(a),  ~-z(a, a l , . . . ,  ak) = 7a(b, a l , . . . ,  ak) 
holds. Since A = ~J~Eg C(a), it follows that 92 ~ Vx ~o(x, a~, . . . ,  ak). The converse 
is trivially shown. [] 
Corollary 5.4. I f  tp = Q~xl. . .  Q.x.d/(x~,. . . ,  x,) is an L-sentence in prenex normal 
form, then we can successively limit the domain of quantifiers. Thus, we obtain: 
92~ ~0 ¢¢, ( Qaa l  ~ A) (  Q2a2e, f f ,  u C(a~) )  . . . 
(Q , ,a .~Au 1.,~,,-, ~'j C(a , ) )92~d/ [ab . . . ,a , , ] .  
6. Decision procedures and complexity 
6.1. Codes 
Let ~ be a finite model of T; then there exist a minimal n and a sequence 
(n~)iEh(M(,)) with n~ ~< n such that 9.t =~)i~h(M(,,))92.I7' (cf. Theorem 4.2). 
The domain A can be represented as 
A = {(x, y, m, i)lO<~ x < r(92,), O<-... y <s(92i), 1 <<- m <~ ni, i ~ h(M(n))},  
where (0, 0, m, i) denotes the 'first point' on the ruth component 92, and (x, y, m, i) = 
f~j of~ (0, 0, m, i), for x ~ 0 or y ~ 0. The two permutations f ,  fj satisfy 
f i (x ,y ,m, i )=~(x ,y+l ,m, i )  if y+ l<s(~i ) ,  
[(x, 0, m, i) otherwise, 
f (x+ 1, y, m, i) if x+ 1 < r(92,), 
fj(x, y, m, i )=/ (0 ,  y+ t(92,), m, i) if x + 1 = r(92,) and y+ t(92,) < s(92,), 
| 
( (0,  y+ t(9~)-s(92,), m, i) otherwise. 
We associate with 9.I and with each point of A the following codes which are 
words of {0, I, #}*: 
cod(92) := Cone 
ieh(M(n)) 
(bin(i) # bin(n,) # bin(r(9.I,)) 
# bin(s (92,)) # bin( t (92,))# # ), 
cod(x, y, m, i) := bin(i) # bin(x) # bin(y) # bin(m) # bin(r(92,)) 
# bin(s(92i)) # bin(t(92i)). 
We obtain a linear order on the codes of elements of A by the following definition: 
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cod(x, y, m, i) ~< cod(x', y', m', i') 
if[ (a) i < i', or 
([3) m < m' and i = i', or 
(~/) m = m', i = i' and x < x', or 
(~) m = m', i = i', x = x' and y <~ y'. 
By the definition of M(n) and as the cardinality of M(n) i s  <2 6"+1, we have 
[cod(A)l ~ 2'"+113n and [cod(x, y, m, i)[ ~< 17n. 
We distinguish the smallest code of an element of A 
1A := rain{cod(a) [ a e A}, 
and the set of smallest points of the model 92 
1(92) := {(x, y, m, i ) lx- -0 and y=0}. 
This set is clearly a choice-set of A; we shall use it in the algorithms to limit the 
domain of quantifiers. 
6.2. Nondeterministic decision procedure 
Theorem 6.1. There is some c> 0 such that SAT(T)E NTISP(2 en2, 2cn). 
Proof. We shall describe a nondeterministic algorithm which decides for any L- 
sentence ~ if there is a model 92 of T such that 92 ~ ~. 
(i) Let ~o be an L-sentence of length n. By the standard procedure [10], 
can be transformed into an n-equivalent sentence ~o' in prenex normal form 
with at most n quantifiers. In the following we shall work with ~'= 
Qlxl . . .  Q,,x.dg(xl,..., x.), where ~ is quantifier-free and the length of ~' is < n log n. 
(ii) The procedure guesses the code of a finite model of T. 
(iii) Given cod(92), deciding if 92 ~ ~p' can be done by a recursive procedure which 
generates depending on the sequence of quantifiers of ~p'--successive n-tuples 
(a~,. . . ,  a,) and verifies whether 92~ g,[a,]: 
begin 
set j := 0; 
goto (1) with (~); 
(1) completion of (~): 
for all i such that j < i ~< n do 
if Q, is universal then set ai := 1A 
if Q, is existential then guess a code a,; 
goto (2) with (a-~); 
(2) verification if (a-~) satisfies $: 
if A~ g,[at , . . . ,  a.] then goto (3) with (a.) 
else the computation stops in rejecting state; 
(3) passage from (a.) to the next n-tuple: 
look for the greatest index j <~ n such that 
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(a) 
(b) 
end.  
Qj is universal and 
aj is not the last point of C(aj_~); 
if such aj exists then set a~ := a~ for all i < j  and 
a~ := the code of the element which comes after aj in the successive numer- 
ation of l(gA), C(at), C(a2) , . . . ,  C(aj_0; 
goto  (1) with (a/); 
e lse  all n-tuples on this computation path are generated and the computation 
stops in accepting state; 
By Corollary 5.4 and the definitions of Section 6.1 it is easy to see that the given 
algorithm is correct. 
This algorithm can be implemented without problems by a nondeterministic 
Turing machine M. If M accepts, then there is an accepting path of M which only 
uses the following resources 
(i) the transformation from ~ to ~p' uses space < n log n and time polynomial 
in n; 
(ii) the code of a model uses space ~<26"+113n; this is also the time needed to 
write this code, hence, it is also ~<26"+113n; 
(iii) in the worst case--if tp' has n universal quantifiersmthe number of n-tuples 
generated is equal to 
I'I (ll(~)l q- ~ ]C(aj)l)< [I (26n+lq-i23n) ~26n2+2n" 
O~i<n j~ i  O<~i<n 
The space used for executing (iii) is just the space used writing an n-tuple and ~; 
hence it is ~<17n2+n log n. The time for working on an n-tuple is composed by 
- the time needed to execute (3), which is linear on the length of an n-tuple, hence, 
<~ kn 2, 
- the time needed to apply (1), which is just the time for writing an n-tuple, hence, 
~<17n 2,
- the time needed to do (2): as the number of atomic formulas and the number of 
variables is bounded by n, this time is ~<nl8n 2. 
Globally, (iii) can be executed in time ~<2 6n'+3n. Hence, there exists c> 0 (c = 7) 
such that SAT(T) ~ NTISP(2 ~2, 2~). [] 
6.3. Some more upper bounds for T 
The choice of an alternating Turing machine allows to generafe in parallel the 
elements of the domain of a universal quantifier, instead of doing this in sequence, 
as we have done in the nondeterministic algorithm. Hence, we can reduce the time 
of the computation. 
Theorem 62. For some C> O, SAT(T) E STA(*, 2 ~, n). 
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The passage from the problem SAT(T) ("is there a model of T which satisfies 
~?") to the problem TaM(T) ("Is ~ satisfied in every model of T?") generally 
increases the upper bound for nondeterministic me by an exponent. We show that 
in the class of complexity STA the problems SAT(T) and THM(T) have the same 
upper bound. 
Since 2 c" is a fully time and space constructible function and since the number 
of alternations of a computation on an ATM, which decides SAT(T), is bounded 
by n (i.e., the bound of the number of alternations of quantifiers of a sentence of 
length n) it follows that there is an ATM M which stops on all inputs and accepts 
SAT(T) in STA( *, 20", n). 
Let us consider the ATM M', which is a copy of M with one exception: instead 
of guessing a code of a model of T (existential state) it considers all codes with 
bounded size of models of T in parallel (universal state). Hence, M' decides if a 
sentence tp is true in all models of T with code length bounded by 2 °', in particular, 
all models of cardinality less than n 2 9"+1. By Theorem 4.2, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. For some c> O, THM(T) ~ STA(*, 20", n). 
By the simulation result of [2], we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 6A. For some c > 0, THM(T) ~ DSPACE(20"). 
6.4. Lower bound of  the theory 
We show that the lower bound of the theory of one permutation is also a lower 
bound of the theory of two permutations which commute. 
Theorem 6.5. For some c > 0, SAT(T) ~ NTIME(20"). 
Proof. Let L1 = {R~} be the language of the theory 7"1 of one permutation. To use 
a well-known reducibility result (see [11]), it is sufficient o find a function f such 
that 3~0 LI <polyu, 3~o L via f. Then the result immediately follows from the lower bound 
of 7"1. If we take for f the identity on 3~0 L1, then the required properties of f are 
clearly satisfied. 
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